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VCTSVCTS
Meeting the unique needs of each job

The comprehensive lifting
solution
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The technology behind the VCTS Winch closely parallel developments in industrial materials hanling processes,
namely that crane speeds are increasing while operator ergonomics are improving. The reliability of a crane fit-
ted with an VCTS Winch is further enhanced by simplified maintenance procedures and good accessibility of each
key component.
VERLINDE’ product development starts from a thorough knowledge of a customer’s production process, resul-
ting in accurate machinery classification and optimal crane design.

Serial production provides flexibility

Serial production of VCTS Winches, ending with full load factory testing of every hoist, certifies the functionality of 
all machinery and equipment combinations, and enables the product to be adapted to your specific production 
process.

Smaller runway reduces construction costs

The small space requirement and the lightweight, durable construction of the VCTS Winch lead to optimization of
the work area to the users benefit. Trolleys constructed with a four-wheel or six-wheel bogie system and true verti-
cal lift ensure load is evenly distributed along the crane girders.
Compared to any other type of hoisting trolley, the VCTS Winch enables a reduction in the structural requirements
of rails, runway beams and columns, and in the overall height of the building. Consequently, the VCTS Winch begins
its own payback by reducing building construction costs.

Higher hoisting capacity in modernizations

In modernization of old cranes, replacement of the original hoisting machinery with the VCTS Winch often makes
it possible to increase crane capacity by 10-20%. This is due to the low weight of the trolley, a uniform load distri-
bution to the steel structures and small overall dimensions. The rail gauge of the VCTS Winch can be tailored to
each case.`

Hoisting speed can be doubled

The VCTS Winch concept offers multiple solutions for fast auxiliary hoisting. The Extended Speed Range (ESR) fea-
ture of the Variator LM frequency converter control allows the hoisting speed to be doubled when handling lighter
loads. Alternatively a separate auxiliary hoist can be attached using the tow trolley.

Small in size, smaller 
building, smaller costs.

Light weight, lighter crane
and building constructions.

10-20% higher hoisting
capacity in modernization

of existing cranes
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Geared coupling
The hoist gearbox is connected to the drum by
a flexible two-stage geared coupling. The cou-
pling type allows dynamic bending and movement
of the drum, without the common fatigue fai-
lures.

Extended Speed Range (ESR)
The use of VERLINDE’ Variator LM frequency
controls enables the use of the ESR option. This
feature allows operation at speeds up to 200%
of nominal with reduced load (maximum of 20%
of rated load).

Auxiliary hoist 
An auxiliary hoist can be provided by adding 
a special tow trolley. The tow trolley is connec-
ted to the main unit by pinned connections. 
This arrangement ensures optimal hook appro-
aches.

VCTS
The comprehensive lifting solution

Trolley frame structure
A robust, precision-machined trolley frame meets the
most stringent quality standards. Fatigue analysis of
the structure has led to a unique design of the machi-
nery support arrangement that eliminates internal
stresses.

Optional rope guide
A rugged rope guide ensures proper rope winding 
on the drum. Adjustable upper and lower limit switches
are actuated by the rope guide. Process limit switches
can be easily added.

Load sensor
Direct measuring from the load beam provides relia-
ble data for safety systems and maintenance monito-
ring.

Redundant rope reeving
Hoists are double-reeved using two separate ropes,
from 2 parts to 16 parts depending on capacity. Ropes
are selected according to FEM standards. Elimination
of reverse bends minimizes rope wear. Stable posi-
tioning of the load is attained with true vertical lift.
Accessible rope dead ends allow the two ropes to be
easily adjusted and replaced.

Upper safety limit switch
An additional counterweight type emergency limit
switch is a common option for process duty. The limit
is actuated by the hook block and can be reset
manually or (optionally) automatically.

Rope drum bearings
Two high-capacity ball bearings support the drum 
at the gearbox end. At the opposite end, a non-rota-
ting shaft supports the drum through a self-ali-
gning roller bearing in the drum end  flange. This
unique arrangement eliminates drum shaft fatigue
failures.

Heavy duty brakes 
VCTS Winches are normally equipped with heavy
duty electro-magnetic disk brakes. Brakes are connec-
ted directly to the motor shaft. Safe closure is attai-
ned by spring force, ensuring operation of the brake
during power failure. A second safety disc type brake
or (optionally) a shoe brake can be added if required.

Motors
VERLINDE electric crane motors are specially designed
for heavy duty hoisting applications. The hoist motor
sizes for Variator LM frequency controls range from
15 kW to 132 kW and for ACE thyristor controls from
15 kW to 90 kW.

The modular construction of VCTS Winches allows
either one or two main hoist motors to be combined
on the same machine, using a differential input shaft.
Alternatively, a separate micro-speed machinery
(100% ED) is available. 

All motors are IEC standard flange-mounted, with
class F insulation. The protection class may be either
IP54 or IP55 depending on the site requirements.

Hoisting gears
Gears are helical, carburized and hardened to 
60 RC, precision-ground to DIN7 (AGMA 10) quali-
ty, and are oil bath lubricated. Very large capacity
VCTS 1000-1100 Winches have a planetary final
reduction step.,

Traversing machineries
A hollow shaft gearbox is mounted directly onto the
trolley drive axle. The primary end of the gearbox is
supported by a flexible shock-absorbing torque arm.
A wide range of flange-mounted motor types is avai-
lable.

Bogie construction
Bogie trolley wheel construction allows better distri-
bution of loads to wheels and cranes girders. In the
VCTS 700-1100 range, a six-wheel bogie construc-
tion results in a lighter bridge structure, less fatigue,
less wear and longer life.

The Spacemaker VCTS Winch from VERLINDE
provides a lifting solution for any industry and
every crane service classification. Thanks to
VERLINDE’ technology, serial production and
strict quality control procedures, the VCTS
Winch is highly reliable and easy to maintain,
especially as the principle of “fewer parts means
fewer faults” is carefully followed throughout
its design and production.
The VCTS Winch series includes 6 basic sizes.
VCTS 600-900 Winches are suited for both 
general and process use; VCTS1000 and
VCTS1100 Winches are for general use. The
load range is up to 400 tons, or 800 tons if used
in tandem.

Flange-mounted machinery 
for a compact hoisting unit

To minimize space requirements and reduce
supporting structures, flange-mounted motors
and live axle enclosed transmissions are used
throughout. Fewer parts and a smaller structu-
re reduces trolley weight. Furthermore, main-
tenance is reduced and the need for a large
supply of spares is avoided.
In the production of VCTS Winches, the design
principle of “fewer parts - fewer faults” is care-
fully followed.

Stepless speeds enhance safety

The VCTS Winch is specially designed to utilize
modern control systems such as VERLINDE
Variator LM and Variator TM frequency conver-
ters for crane duty. The latest vectorial speed
control technology ensures close coordination
between the drives and the operator. Built-in
safety features minimize both the risk of accidents
and the possibility of winch abuse. 

Monitoring reduces downtime

An integral element of the VCTS Winch is VER-
LINDE’ Safe Working Monitor (Monitor). This
collects data on the actual use of each key com-
ponent. This data can be used to program, in
advance, needed maintenance work, thus signi-
ficantly reducing down-time. In addition to the
alarms provided by the Monitor, it also registers
the actual loading spectrum and calculates the
remaining theoretical safe working time accor-
ding to the FEM classification.

Range of automation options

The VCTS Winch allows many other operating
capabilities to be fully integrated into the process:
optional hook levelling, synchronization, elec-
tronic anti-swing, or full automation under a
material inventory or production control system.
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